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Why the media published unveriﬁed news?
For example, here recently, many media reported that the Moscow taxi driver stabbed its passengers
a man with a child. After some time, referring to the police that is a certiﬁed oﬃcial source in the
media went a refutation of them, published the news like this case was ﬁxed to the police and
hospital about this, no one asked. Or today the news that in the South of Moscow man jumped from
the ﬂyover supposedly to commit suicide. After some time the refutation with reference to the oﬃcial
source this was not the case. Although in the title the ﬁrst that the second news is NOT written that
information was not conﬁrmed and it is written that the events took place it's probably a trick so that
people clicked on the link. Why do You think now more and more often in the media published
unveriﬁed and unconﬁrmed by oﬃcial sources that these same media outlets in an hour for yourself
and deny and deny more often in the text and in the title of the news says is usually the opposite Why
is this happening If there is an information war can not only unveriﬁed news spread and and false.
Examples of this abound.Here, for example, Ukrainian media reported that in the Crimea almost no
problems with the food. In Crimea there are often no problems are seen with the products on the
contrary I think supply exceeds demand. Or here from Russia was rasprostranyalis a rumor that
Savchenko arrived in Ukraine's pregnant it's not even Savchenko and some converted male
counterpart or that Jamal is also a converted man.In short outright fakes. In General the hope that the
truth will reveal but as you say the residue will remain. Another often published unveriﬁed information
because of the desire ﬁrst to publish them and get more views of their media, and to increase ratings
and therefore advertising revenues. I see four reasons PS. He neponaslyshke know the media and
what are known as good to me after the events covered. There criteria is not the truth but a certain
attention of the audience. And the details say nothing at all. When you personally know the situation you see a discrepancy in a thousand little things and sometimes radically. I think prchina in money
and ratings. Therefore, the various publications do not care about all they care about money. So
something hot and ratings soared . A check has no meaning. Just read proverennye
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